
My Table saw / Router table setup

After giving away my Triton 200 workbench and router table to my son in-law to try to get him
into woodworking around his home, I bought a Makita MLT 100 Table saw and mounted it onto a
mobile stand.

After using it for a few months I thought I may be able to fit a router table setup onto the out feed
end, I looked on the Internet for any ideas and designs then decide which to use. Not being able 
to decide I just started and hoped for the best.

I had a piece of 19 mm laminated MDF big enough to fit across the table saw top.
 I then had to fit an aluminium angle onto the edge of the out feed side of the table saw to fit 
this top to. 
To this angle I fitted support brackets, these brackets were made from 1” angle iron which 
were fitted to the base of the mobile mounting table.
This mounting table was made from 50 X 50 mm Dexion angle iron with lots of holes in it 
which made it easy to make a square frame using lots of nuts and bolts.
This was fitted with heavy duty castor wheels and a 19mm plywood top with a large
square hole cut into it to allow the sawdust to fall through onto an angled chute to allow 
none of the captured sawdust to fall out  the back of  the dust extraction and the saw table 
did not capture all of the sawdust created and it built up in the bottom of the unit,( more 
about this later on).

 

The pictures explain the mounting better than my words.

When I was satisfied with the bracket setup the next step was to mount the router, In Australia
you cannot buy fixed base routers it seems that plunge routers are what we prefer or what is
only imported, as luck would have it I was given an old fixed base router a half inch Makita 3600
with a side handle and I wanted to use this as I had plans for a height and angle adjustment



system made from wood.
This site has other great wood projects; I have 
made most of them and enjoyed them all
http://woodgears.ca the guy’s name is Matthias 
Wandel please have a look his plans and videos 
are all 5 star quality, he is also on YouTube.

Using this router I made the router lift & tilt 
mounted this onto a separate piece of 19 mm 
plywood, as the pictures show I have  table top 
inserts made from a nylon type cheese or bread 
cutting board 19 mm thick recessed into the top . 
The extra 19 mm ply base mount acts as a depth 
stop for these inserts. 

You can see the extra mounting board in this picture.

These pictures show the 19 mm thick cheese board inserts for zero clearance for router bits, and I 
have a collection of guide bushes I use for cutting out from patterns. when the insert blocks are 
when removed and the router is wound up to the top fhis  makes it very easy to change bits and 

the wind up also gives you more control over height 
adjustment.
I found being able to angle the router I can  get some 
unusual profiles from my router bit collection.
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One instance was after I had gotten back into using the table saw setup I was given an order to 
make  a corner wall hanging display cabinet for my daughter to show off a beautiful china tea set 
she had been presented with.

The unit was made from Tasmanian Oak the complete inside was mirror glass and in the door 
hinged sides  I fitted 300 mm long 12 volt LED strip lights one each side, but the angle that they 
were at meant the light was directed to the vee part at the back of the cabinet.

To rectify this I used the angled router to trench out the width of the LED strips and then another 
trench to fit a diffused perspex strip to cover the LED's, now all the main light transmits across the 
centre of the cabinet illuminating the contents to its best.

The tilting device has paid for its self with the look on my daughters face when I switched it on!

I have since reduced the voltage down to 9 volts dc now the lights are much dimmer.

 The finished router unit with the fence, dust extraction and adjustable sacrificial front panels on 
the guide rails, with wing nuts on the back to secure the gap for the cutter. I have also continued 
the “T “track from the saw table across the router top this allows a crosscut sled to move all the 
way over, I have also made a box joint jig to fit in the tracks for the router. 
We cannot buy dado blades in Australia 



The finished project

The stripped material under the table is some old window shade material left over from a job, I am 
using it as a cover around the router to concentrate the underside sawdust fallout. In the wait for 
the replacement part I fitted a remote switch to the table top underneath the front angled corner 
(not shown) which gives me quick access to stop the router.



SAWDUST BUILD UP

There is a tale to this project which I will tell here, I was part the way through making this project 
when I had to use the table saw and having the blade wound down out of the way I had to wind it 
up. 
This is where it all started; the blade would not wind up a few very choice words later I had to undo 
all of my work to be able to remove the table saw from the assembly and base mount.
.
About an hour later and getting very dark and cold I had the table saw upside down on the base 
mount, as my sight is only one and that one is waiting for surgery it was too dark to see what the 
problem was so switch all off and try to watch some TV.

Next morning I was up earlier than normal because I could not wait to get up and find out the 
problem, so down to the workshop I went, I had to remove the motor and most of the innards and I 
found the problem.

The height wind mechanism was a steel threaded rod from the wind handle which went into a 
white alloy metal type casting which fitted to the front end of the motor that had strip threaded.
This had to be removed from the motor and after much swearing was in my very dirty hands.

A trip to the local Makita agent and the part was ordered from Makita in Sydney a 160K away, it 
was going to take a week to get here, that put everything in limbo, I wanted to go and pick it up 
myself but this was not allowed perhaps I could have got it trade price ? but as it was only $25 ,
that made me a bit happier.

Having to wait a week I had time  to make a few design changes, once the part arrived it did not 
take too long to have it all together and working again with no spare bit’s left over!! amazing !.

The reason for the breakdown in my opinion was all the sawdust was not being extracted by the 
system, allowing some to collect on the threaded rod and being compressed into the thread every 
time it was used gradually enlarging the thread in the casting until it stripped. That is why  I made 
the dust chute, cutting an open square in the table saw bench top and leaving the bottom off the 
table saw unit  all excess sawdust falls down to the floor at the rear of the bench. I hope this was 
the cause of the problem and I have rectified it, only time will tell so now to make more sawdust.

If you would like any info please ask.

Happy routing

MoJo


